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	Contracts
	Technology PartnersOPEXUS partners with technology experts and solutions providers to optimize your capabilities. Learn about some of the technology companies we work with.
		Learn More






	Support & Service
	Support & ServiceCustomer support access, training programs, and an expert customer success team
		Support & Service
	Implementation
	Training



	SecurityFedRAMP-moderate, StateRAMP in process, and secure in the cloud
		Security



	Technology PartnersAt OPEXUS, we streamline the procurement process for our government customers by partnering with a variety of trusted resellers.
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	AboutWe offer software 100% built for the public sector that brings operational excellence to government
		Meet OPEXUS
	News & Press



	CareersIt takes a team of passionate experts and outside-the-box thinkers to put government into motion
		Explore Careers
	Life at Opexus



	LeadershipThe OPEXUS leadership consists of experts from diverse backgrounds and walks of life, coming together to serve government
		Meet our Team



	DiversityWe strive to foster a diverse, equitable, and inclusive community
		Learn about DE&I at OPEXUS



	RESOURCES & MOREWatch product videos, learn from thought-leaders, and discover the successes other agencies have found with OPEXUS.
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                                                    GET GOVERNMENT UNSTUCK

                                                                            Operational excellence for government.

                                                                            Automate processes and workflows with FedRAMP-authorized government process management software to ensure your agency can focus on what really matters: delivery of its mission.



                                                                            
                                                                    
                                        Request demo                                    
                                                                                                    
                                        WATCH VIDEO
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                                Over 30 years of innovating government process management

                            

                        

                    

                                
                                            
                            

                        

                                            
                            

                        

                                            
                            

                        

                                            
                            

                        

                                            
                            

                        

                                            
                            

                        

                                            
                            

                        

                                    

			
                        
        		
			
                

                                            
                            
                                                                    WORKING WITH OPEXUS

                                                                                                    Technology that digitizes complex government processes, approvals, and reporting

                                                            

                        

                        
                                                                                            
                                    

                                    Work efficiently

                                    Our case management tools are 100% built for the public sector, reflecting current policies and legislation and making approvals and required reporting easy.



                                

                                                                                            
                                    

                                    Build community

                                    Government customers don’t compete. Because of that, we sit at the center of a powerful network of best practice sharing. When one client highlights an emerging need, everyone benefits.



                                

                                                                                            
                                    

                                    Reduce risk

                                    OPEXUS is FedRAMP-authorized and StateRAMP in-process, reflecting a strong commitment to security and compliance standards to keep its customers’ data safe and secure in the cloud.



                                

                                                                                            
                                    

                                    Speed implementation

                                    OPEXUS’s built-for-government software works out-of-the-box, which means no lengthy implementations or never-ending customizations.



                                

                                                                                            
                                    

                                    Configure, don't code

                                    OPEXUS empowers users to build and modify case management applications in a fraction of the time; no custom development required.



                                

                                                                                            
                                    

                                    Purchase easily

                                    OPEXUS is available through multiple US and Canadian blanket purchase agreements (BPAs), and with a single case management platform, IT manages fewer vendors and a single security assessment. 



                                

                                                    

                                            

                    

                

			
            
        		
			
                
                    
                        
                                                            THE OPEXUS SUITE

                                                                                        Government process management software

                                                                                        Legacies aren’t built on legacy systems. We empower government professionals to build trust in public institutions with FedRAMP-certified software that digitizes complex government processes.



                                                    

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                View products by Category
                                                                                                                
Open Government
Audit & Investigations
Workforce Management
Case Management Platform
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                                                                                    OPEXUS’s open government solutions include FOIAXpress, used by 85% of federal government agencies, and eCASE Correspondence, a case management solution that empowers agencies to release records to Congress with the same approach used to release them to the public.

                                                                                                                            
                                                

                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                    
                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            FOIAXpress
                                                                        

                                                                        Federal market leader in software for FOIA request tracking and management and records management and retention.

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                            


                                                                                                    
                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            ATIPXpress
                                                                        

                                                                        One-stop software for FOI requests designed around Canada's Access to Information and Privacy (ATIP) legislation.

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                            


                                                                                                    
                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            eCASE Correspondence
                                                                        

                                                                        Records management software to manage agencies' end-to-end correspondence needs including Congressional and White House requests and interagency correspondence.

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                            


                                                                                            

                                                                            


                                                    
                                    
                                                                                    OPEXUS offers the only commercially available product for both auditors and investigators with integrations that enable secure, role-based data sharing and collaboration.

                                                                                                                            
                                                

                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                    
                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            eCASE Audit
                                                                        

                                                                        Complete audit management solution that reflects both federal, objective-based OIG requirements and internal audit guidelines. BPA awarded by the US Department of Justice OIG to simplify the procurement process.

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                            


                                                                                                    
                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            eCASE Investigations
                                                                        

                                                                        Investigations software that supports all investigator responsibilities and enables collaboration, avoiding vendor sprawl and saving time with nearly robust reporting and built-in mandated reporting.

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                            


                                                                                            

                                                                            


                                                    
                                    
                                                                                    OPEXUS's suite of government workforce management solutions powers employee-centric solutions that allow for secure data-sharing across offices and reflect the very latest in government policy and requirements.

                                                                                                                            
                                                

                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                    
                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            eCASE EEO Complaints and Alternative Dispute Resolution
                                                                        

                                                                        Software that manages, tracks, and reports on every aspect of the EEO complaint lifecycle enabling end users to quickly process and report on EEO complaints through automated workflows and rules.

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                            


                                                                                                    
                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            eCASE Employee and Labor Relations
                                                                        

                                                                        A secure solution that ensures consistent documentation and processing of employee requests, issues, and grievances, while applying best practices for workplace investigations.

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                            


                                                                                            

                                                                            


                                                    
                                    
                                                                                    The eCASE case management platform empowers public institutions to build new applications rapidly and configure existing solutions to meet new requirements.

                                                                                                                            
                                                

                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                    
                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            Accelerate Development
                                                                        

                                                                        Build and deploy case management applications for any government process of workflow in a fraction of the time of custom development.

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                            


                                                                                                    
                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            Reduce Risk
                                                                        

                                                                        Work with a FedRAMP-authorized partner with data secure in the cloud.

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                            


                                                                                                    
                                                            
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                        
                                                                            Streamline Operations
                                                                        

                                                                        Unify all case management applications on one platform; reduce IT overhead, security assessments, and training needs with one partner.

                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                            


                                                                                            

                                                                            


                                            

                

			
                        
        		
			
                
                                            
                            
                                                                    FROM THE RESOURCE CENTER

                                                                                                    Drive operational excellence in government.

                                                            

                        

                                        
                        
                                
                                    
        
            
                
                    
                                                    Blogs

                                                
                            Survey: The State of Public Records Processing Benchmark Study 
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                                                    Reports & Guides

                                                
                            Three Challenges Public Records Programs Face in State and Local Government
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                                                    Reports & Guides

                                                
                            Unlocking the Future: 2024 Government Workforce Management Trends
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																	Get Started with OPEXUS

																									Legacies aren't built on legacy systems. See streamlined government process management in action.

																									
										Request demo									
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							Corporate Headquarters
							OPEXUS

1101 17th St NW #1200

Washington, DC 20036

(Formerly AINS, LLC)						

						
							Phone: 301-670-2300

							Fax: 301-670-2841

							marketing@opexustech.com
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